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Navigating Betfair 
 

 

You’ll find the in-depth guide to Betfair in your manual - and I’ve also put 
together a step-by-step video for you to watch. 

In case you don’t have time to go through the manual right now I’ve 
pulled out the most relevant sections for you here. 

To open an account at www.betfair.com, click on ‘Join Now’:  

 

 

http://ads.betfair.com/redirect.aspx?pid=579266&bid=8799
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Enter your details and choose your username and password for the 
Betfair account: 

 

Next, you want to follow the clear navigation on Betfair to log in and add 
funds: 

 

You can now place a bet. 
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Finding the in-play coupon 

On the Betfair home page, ensure you are on the Exchange, as opposed 
to the Sportsbook, and click on Football: 

 

On the “Football“ page, scroll down to “Popular Coupons”. 
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Click on the Coupon for the day in question. Here I will click on 
‘Thursday Coupon’. It is here that you can access the in-play football 
coupon. 

The in-play coupon 

The in-play coupon is in chronological order and can run over many 
pages.  Please ensure you tick the box next to the words ‘Can turn in-
play.’ 

There are three columns: HOME, DRAW, and AWAY. These are 
represented as 1(HOME), X (DRAW) and 2 (AWAY). 

The Home Team is always the first-named team on the coupon. The 
Away Team is the second-named team on the coupon. 

Underneath these columns are the respective Back (blue) and Lay (pink) 
odds of the respective teams and possible outcomes: 
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If you want to see the matches for a specific league or competition, you 
can choose said specific league or competition from the ‘Top 
Competitions’ menu on the left hand side of the page.  

As an example, I have chosen only those matches in the UEFA Europa 
League. Betfair will only show matches from the UEFA Europa League. 
Please remember to tick ‘Can turn in-Play’. Below is a screenshot of the 
UEFA Europa League matches only.  

 

 

It is from the in-play coupon that a shortlist is made of possible DRT 
qualifying matches. You can read the research at www.drt.club in the 
Daily Bulletin. 
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Navigating the in-play coupon on Betfair is easy. Follow the simple steps 
online. 

Next, I will show you how to navigate to the betting markets for a specific 
football match… 

The football betting markets in focus – how to 
access the football betting markets for a specific 
football match 

Here I have chosen a match between Germany and France. 

To access the betting markets for this match, click on the team names: 
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Below is the screen you will see when you look at a specific football 
match.  

 

 

 
The betting markets for Germany v France are shown down the left-hand 
side of the screen, as well as being available in the following categories: 

- Popular 
- Team Markets 
- Goal Markets 
- Score Markets 
- Cards and Corners 
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The sheer number of betting markets can be overwhelming. Our focus 
will be on a handful of betting markets, those being: 

- Liquid – There needs to be enough money and interest from 
other punters in the betting market to ensure we can successfully 
Back, Lay and trade at the best odds 

- In-play – There are a lot of the betting markets bracketed above 
which do not go in-play. We need markets that go in-play. 

You’ll see 
more 
markets 
when you
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The key Betfair Markets for DRT 

There are five key betting markets on the in-play coupon which we will 
be using this season. They are arrowed for you in the menu on the left-
hand side of the screen: 

 

 

Let’s look more closely at each market… 
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The Match Odds Market 

The Match Odds Market is always the most liquid (popular) betting 
market in any given match. It offers us the traditional choice of home 
win, away win or draw (not only to Back, but to Lay too). 

The Match Odds Market for the Germany v France match looks like this: 

 

 

There are six betting options available in the Match Odds Market. We 
will be using them all throughout the football season. 

1. Back Germany (odds currently available 3.05) 
2. Lay Germany (odds currently available 3.1) 
3. Back France (odds currently available 2.84) 
4. Lay France (odds currently available 2.86) 
5. Back the draw (odds currently available 3.1) 
6. Lay the draw (odds currently available 3.15) 
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The Correct Score Market 

Access the Correct Score Market by clicking on ‘Correct Score’ in the 
menu on the left-hand side of the screen: 

 

 

0-0 is the scoreline we will be betting on mostly over a season.  

We Lay the 0-0 scoreline when goals were expected in a match but have 
not materialised. 
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The Over/Under 2.5 Goals Market 

The Over/Under 2.5 Goals Market is accessed through the menu on the 
left-hand side of the screen: 

 

 

Over 2.5 Goals – Back Over 2.5 Goals if you think there will be a total of 
three goals or more scored in this match (by one, or both sides).  

Under 2.5 Goals – Back Under 2.5 Goals if you think there will be less 
than three goals scored in this match. 
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The Half-Time Correct Score Market 

The Half-Time Correct Score Market is shown below. We use the Half-
time Score Market to predict what the score will be at half-time only. The 
main focus of our attention in this market is on the 0-0 score line… 
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Half-Time Match Odds 

What will be the result at half-time only? We have the same options as 
we do in the Match Odds Market: 

 

 

Please familiarise yourself with these five betting markets. We will be 
using these key markets throughout the football season. 

Now you can navigate the football markets on Betfair, we’ll look at how 
to place a Back bet and a Lay bet.  

Betfair differs from bookmakers so this guide will help you. 
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Betfair – How To Place A Back Bet 
Remember this simple phrase: ‘BACK = BLUE’… 

If you’ve ever bet on a horse race or a football match Backing will be 
very familiar to you. You predict a certain outcome – you Back it – so 
you place your bet with a bookmaker. That bet wins and you get your 
stake returned as well as your winnings. The bet loses, and you lose 
your stake. It’s fairly black and white. 

So let’s say you Back a team at odds of 2/1. They win. You staked £10. 
You win £20 and your stake of £10 is returned. If you lose the bet, you 
lose your £10 stake. 

Let’s look at our example match – Germany v France 

First we bring up the Match Odds: 

 

 

BACK=BLUE – If you want to Back any outcome use the blue boxes. If I 
want to Back Germany, I click on the blue box: 
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Having clicked on the blue box for Germany, a box has appeared on the 
right-hand side of the screen: 

 

 

This box confirms you want to Back (bet for) Germany at odds of 3.05 for 
a stake of, let’s say, £100. 

The potential winnings within the Match Odds Market are shown in green 
and the potential losses in red: 

 

 

Once you are ready to bet, click ‘Place Bets’. 

This is how to place a Back bet – remember ‘BACK=BLUE’. 
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Betfair – How to Place a Lay Bet 
When Laying a team or outcome, we do not want that team to win, or 
that outcome to occur. 

Remember this simple phrase: ‘LAY TO LOSE = PINK’ 

Laying used to be the sole preserve of the bookmakers: their job is to 
Lay your Back bets. There cannot be a Backer without a Layer! 

Once again, Betfair provides us with a very useful definition of exactly 
what it means: “To Lay a bet is to Back something not to happen. For 
example, to Lay Germany to win their match is to Back them NOT to win. 
If you were to Lay them, you would win your bet if they either lost or drew 
their match.” 

Returning to our featured match – Germany v France – we bring up the 
Match Odds: 

 

 

LAY TO LOSE = PINK – If you want to LAY any outcome use the pink 
boxes. If I want to Lay Germany, I click on the pink box: 
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On the right-hand side, enter the amount of money you wish to stake. 
For this example I want to Lay Germany at available odds of 3.1 for 
£100: 
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Click on ‘Place Bets’ when you are ready to place your bet. 

The bet will show up in the Match Odds Market. The figure in green 
indicates the potential profit. The figure in red indicates the potential 
loss: 

The liability issue – Laying is unique. Before the advent of Betting 
Exchanges such as www.betfair.com, you could not Lay a team or 
outcome – only a bookmaker could. If you went to a bookmaker to Back 
Germany, they would take your £100 stake. 

If Germany win, the bookmaker pays out their liability of £210. If France 
win, or the match is a draw, the bookmaker keeps the £100 stake. 

Betfair lets you be the bookmaker now. In the above case, you have 
Layed Germany for £100. If Germany win the match, you lose your Lay 
bet and you will have to pay out £210. If France win or if it is a draw, you 
win £100 less commission = £95.00. 

Staking options when Laying 

There are two staking options when Laying: the one above shows 
someone Laying Germany to win a specific amount of money (£100) – 
this is known as fixed stakes Laying. 

http://ads.betfair.com/redirect.aspx?pid=579266&bid=8799
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Another type of Layer might want to Lay Germany but control his losses. 
This Layer might want to risk £100 only and no more. Rather than look to 
win £100, this Layer wants to limit his losses to £100. 

Betfair allows you to do this… Click on the pink button to Lay Germany. 
To control losses, click on – ‘Your Liability’ and enter the amount of 
money you want to risk (not the amount of money you want to win!).  

In the next case, I only want to risk £100: 

 
Can you see the difference? 

Now, if Germany win, I lose £100, which is the exact amount I set for 
myself using the maximum liability feature. Instead of winning £100 I 
stand to win £46.56 if France win or if it is a draw. 

Cash Out 

Betfair has now introduced its ‘Cash Out’ facility which will spread profit 
over all outcomes (greening up).  
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The Yellow Square above means that you can employ the ‘Cash Out’ 
facility.  

For more information regarding the Cash Out facility, please go to the 
Cash Out section at www.betfair.com where there is a video tutorial. 

I hope you have found this guide useful. There is also an accompanying 
video for you which takes you through these same steps over at 
www.drt.club - please do check it out. 

 


